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for clustering or contagion ? Or the manifold variants of the Polya urn scheme ? Or the 
relationship of distributions of word lengths to the Riemann zeta function ? Or the law 
governing the distribution of males and females in different occupations in a city? These, 
and much more fascinating information, you will find in this volume, which, with its 
three companion volumes, is indispensable to anyone who has ever thought about 
probability or statistics. 
G. F. CARRIER AND C. E. PEARSON, Partial Differential Equations, Academic Press, 
1976, 320 pp. Among all the mathematics subjects in the undergraduate curriculum, 
partial differential equations is probably the hardest to teach. This is due partly to the 
fact that the disparate subjects that are brought together by the sole fact of having a/&v 
in common are genuinely difficult, both conceptually and technically, and partly to the 
fact that the subject is a genuinely useful one, and useful material is the hardest to teach. 
The authors of this book have made the bravest attempt yet to write an honest and clear 
introduction. We believe they have amply succeeded. 
P. A. MEYER, St!minaire de probabilitb IX, Universite de Strasbourg, Springer, 1975, 
585 pp. This series of papers, partly expository and partly original, now in its ninth 
volume, has become the standard-bearer for probability. The yearly advances in the 
subject are given with predictable and thorough regularity. Other branches of mathematics 
could profitably consider running a similar series. 
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